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Introducing the unparalleled talent of Jaycool Charisma, American/Latin 
entertainer extraordinaire whose performances transcend ordinary 
expectations. A master of entertainment, Jaycool Charisma has 
consistently captivated audiences with his unparalleled tribute to the 
legendary Michael Jackson. Recognized for his awe-inspiring portrayal, he 
has graced renowned venues like The Hard Rock, mesmerizing crowds at 
Channel 7's Winterfest Boat Parade and Channel 4's "Live", just to name a 
few. 

Jaycool Charisma's musical journey began with original hits that soared to Jaycool Charisma's musical journey began with original hits that soared to 
the top of national dance charts, securing the coveted #1 spot with 
infectious rhythms blending Latin and pop influences and recently 
nominated for Best Urban, Hip Hop, Latin song at the annual, Hollywood, 
Independant Music Awards. Now, Jaycool Charisma's artistic vision has 
shifted towards paying homage to the iconic King of Pop, Michael 
Jackson. 

This transition is a testament to his passion for the timeless artistry that MJ This transition is a testament to his passion for the timeless artistry that MJ 
brought to the world. In a cinematic twist, Jaycool Charisma made a 
memorable appearance on Wiener Bros' reality TV movie, stepping into 
the shoes of Michael Jackson as a humorous, MJ, pizza delivery boy, 
featured alongside SNL's iconic Victoria Jackson. The world witnessed the 
magic of Jaycool Charisma as he flawlessly channeled the King of Pop, 
embodying the essence of Michael Jackson's magnetic presence. 

Prepare to be enthralled as Jaycool Charisma takes the stage, immersing Prepare to be enthralled as Jaycool Charisma takes the stage, immersing 
you in a spectacular Michael Jackson Tribute like no other. A grand display 
unfolds, featuring an immersive backdrop of mesmerizing visuals and a 
team of exceptional dancers, creating an electrifying ambiance that 
encapsulates the true essence of an MJ performance. 

https://youtu.be/icchZ5TqbBM?si=X0nGPZXxhwUBWMk7

